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Abstract 
Middendorf, M. and F. Pfeiffer, Weakly transitive orientations, Hasse diagrams and string graphs, 
Discrete Mathematics 111 (1993) 393-400. 
We introduce the notion of a weakly transitive orientation for graphs as a natural generalization of 
transitive orientations and give a characterization for weakly transitive orientations in terms of 
forbidden substructurs. As a corollary of this characterization, we get that the Hasse diagrams of 
posets are exactly the triangle-free weakly transitive oriented graphs. Moreover, we characterize the 
complements of weakly transitive orientable graphs as a special class of intersection graphs of paths 
in planar graphs. In this way, complements of weakly transitive orientable graphs prove to form 
a common generalization of several known classes of intersection graphs such as circular-permuta- 
tion graphs (and, thus. circular-arc graphs), complements of comparability graphs (and, thus, 
permutation graphs and interval graphs). An immediate consequence of this theorem is an intersec- 
tion graph characterization of Hasse diagrams. Using this characterization, we obtain a simple 
reduction of the problem to decide for a graph whether it admits an orientation as a Hasse diagram 
to the recognition problem for string graphs. Using a result of NeSetfil and Rod1 that Hasse diagram 
orientation is NP-complete, this gives a new proof for NP-hardness of the string graph recognition 
problem. The status of complexity of the recognition problem for string graphs (intersection graphs 
of curves in the plane) was a long-standing open problem until Kratochvil gave a (rather involved) 
NP-hardness proof in 1988. 
0. Introduction 
The paper is organized as follows. In the first section we introduce the notion 
of a weakly transitive orientation and we prove that Hasse diagrams of posets 
are exactly the triangle-free weakly transitive oriented graphs. In the second section 
we study the relation between weakly transitive orientations and string graphs. 
The combination of the results of paragraphs one and two yield a string graph 
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characterization of Hasse diagrams and relates the recognition problem for string 
graphs and the Hasse diagrams orientation problem. 
1. Weakly transitive orientations 
Let G be an acyclically oriented graph and X a set of vertices of G such that every 
edge that has exactly one vertex in X is directed from V(G)-X to X. The acyclic 
orientation that is obtained from G by reversing the orientation of the edges between 
X and I’(G) - X is said to be obtained from G by pushing down X. 
The pushdown operation is a natural operation that yields an equivalence relation 
on the set of acyclic orientations on some graph. For several purposes, acyclic 
orientations of a graph that can be obtained from one another by some pushdown 
operation may be viewed as similar. Prezel used the pushdown operation in his study 
of the structure of Hasse diagrams. We use the pushdown operation to obtain 
a natural generalization of transitivity that will prove in the sequel to be valuable in 
the study of both Hasse diagrams and string graphs. 
For an acyclically oriented graph G, we call an edge rs of the (undirected) 
complete graph on the vertex set of G transitive with respect to G if G contains 
a directed path between the vertices Y and s. The transitive hull of an acyclically 
oriented graph G=(V, E) is the (undirected) graph h(G)=(V, h(E)) that contains 
exactly the edges that are transitive with respect to G. Clearly, the transitive hull of 
an acyclically oriented graph G admits one unique acyclic orientation that extends 
the given orientation. If G equals its transitive hull with this orientation, we call 
G transitive. 
For an acyclically oriented graph G, we call an edge e of the (undirected) complete 
graph on the vertex set of G strongly transitive with respect to G if e is transitive with 
respect to every orientation that might be obtained from G by some pushdown 
operation. The weakly transitive hull of an acyclically oriented graph G is the graph 
w(G)=( V, w(E)) that contains exactly the edges that are strongly transitive with 
respect to G. The weakly transitive hull w(G) of an acyclically oriented graph G admits 
one unique acyclic orientation that extends the given orientation of G. Together with 
this orientation, we call w(G) the oriented weakly transitive hull of G. We call an 
acyclically oriented graph G weakly transitive if G equals its oriented weakly transitive 
hull. 
An acyclically oriented circuit C with at least four vertices that contains an arc 
e such that C-e is a directed path is called a quasi-cycle. 
Theorem 1.1. An acyclically oriented graph G is weakly transitive if and only if every 
chord of a quasi-cycle in G belongs to E(G). 
Proof. If G is weakly transitive then, clearly, every induced oriented subgraph of G is 
weakly transitive. Since the transitive hull of a quasi-cycle is complete and every 
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orientation that might be obtained from a quasi-cycle by a pushdown operation is 
again a quasi-cycle, the condition is necessary. 
Now let G be acyclically oriented such that every chord of a quasi-cycle in 
G belongs to E(G). Let YS be an arc of the oriented weakly transitive hull of G. We 
prove that rs is an arc of G. 
Since the edge rs belongs to the transitive hull of G, G contains a directed path 
Pi from r to s. Let X be the set that contains all vertices u of G for which a directed 
path from s to v exists in G (s included). All edges between X and V(G)-X are 
directed from V(G)-X to X. Let G’ be the orientation that is obtained from G by 
pushing down X. 
Assume that an arc ws directed from a vertex w to s exists in G’. 
If the vertex w belongs to X, a directed path P from s to w exists in G and the 
orientation of the edge ws is not changed by pushing down X; thus, P u ws forms 
a cycle in G, contradicting that G is acyclically oriented. 
If the vertex w belongs to V(G)-X, the orientation of the edge ws is reversed under 
pushing down X; thus it is oriented from s to w in G. But the arc SW forms a directed 
path from s to w in G and w belongs to X. 
Thus, s has indegree 0 in G’. 
Since the edge rs belongs to the transitive hull of G’, G’ must contain a directed path 
P2 between r and s. Since s has indegree 0, P2 has to go from s to r. 
Now assume that P2 and PI have an inner vertex in common. No vertex of 
P, different from s belongs to X; otherwise, we would obtain a cycle in G. Thus, 
t does not belong to X and the subpath from r to t in P, is a directed path from 
r to t in G’. Together with the directed subpath from t to r in P2, we would 
obtain a cycle in G’. Thus, the paths PI and P2 have only the vertices r and s in 
common. 
Let w be the predecessor of s in the path PI. The image P; of P, under pushing 
down X consists of a directed path from r to w together with the arc SW. Thus, the 
union of P; and P2 forms a quasi-cycle in G’ or either PI or P2 consist of the single 
edge rs. In the latter case we are already done. In the first case we push down V(G) - X 
in G’ to get back to G. The image of PI UP* under this pushing down operation is 
a quasi-cycle in G. Since rs is a chord of this quasi-cycle, G contains rs by our 
assumption on G. q 
Corollary 1.2. For an acyclically oriented graph G, it can be tested in polynomial time 
whether G is weakly transitive. 
Proof. It suffices to test for every edge rs of the (undirected) complement G of 
G whether it is a chord of a quasi-cycle in G. To do so, we first check whether 
a directed path between r and s exists in G. If so (from r to s, say), we check whether an 
arc VW exists in G such that G contains both a directed path from v to r and a directed 
path from s to w. 0 
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Corollary 1.3. An acyclically oriented graph G is weakly transitive if and only if” 
G contains neither a quasi-cycle nor a four vertex quasi-cycle with exactly one chord as 
an induced oriented subgraph. 
Weakly transitive orientations are nicely related to posets. They form a natural 
common generalization of the two classes of oriented graphs that are used to represent 
posets: transitively oriented graphs and Hasse diagrams. 
An acyclically oriented graph G is the Hasse diagram of some poset if and only if it 
is triangle-free and contains no quasi-cycle as induced oriented subgraph. Thus, Hasse 
diagrams form the extreme case of weakly transitive oriented graphs containing no 
transitive edge, whereas transitively oriented graphs form the opposite extreme case of 
weakly transitive oriented graphs G containing all edges transitive with respect to G. 
Corollary 1.4. An acyclically oriented triangle-free graph is weakly transitive if and 
only if it is a Hasse diagram. 
2. String graphs 
String graphs may be defined as intersection graphs of curves in the plane or, 
equivalently, as intersection graphs of paths (or connected subgraphs) in planar 
graphs. They generalize several well-studied classes of graphs such as interval graphs, 
circular-arc graphs, circle graphs or permutation graphs. For some other important 
classes of graphs, for example, chordal graphs, complements of chordal graphs or 
complements of comparability graphs, characterizations as special classes of string 
graphs are known. For instance, the complements of comparability graphs are, by 
a result of Golumbic et al. Cl], exactly the intersection graphs of families (Ci) of curves 
Ci in the plane that intersect two fixed lines 1, and 1, exactly in their two endpoints and 
have one endpoint on 1, and the other on 1,. 
We are now going to characterize the complements of weakly transitive orientable 
graphs as a special class of string graphs. In this way, the complements of weakly 
transitive orientable graphs come up to form a natural common generalization of the 
complements of comparability graphs on the one hand and of circular-arc graphs on 
the other. 
A string representation of a graph G is a planar graph H together with a family 
(P,, rE V(G)) of paths in such that two paths P, and P, have a vertex in common if and 
only if rs is an edge of G. 
A graph is called a string graph if it admits a string representation. 
We call a string representation R=(H, P,, rEV(G)) a cylinder representation if two 
distinct faces fr ,fi of H exist such that every path P,, rE V(G), has one end-vertex on 
the boundary of fi and the other end-vertex on the boundary of fi. (We denote such 
a representation R =(H,f, ,f2, P,, rE V(G)).) 
A graph that admits a cylinder representation is called a cylinder graph. 
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It is clear that both circular-arc representations and the string representations 
mentioned above for complements of comparability graphs can be viewed as special 
cases of cylinder representations. 
For a graph G let 6 denote the graph that is obtained from G by adding pairwise 
distinct vertices v, w, v,, us,, rE V(G), and the edges vu,., ww,, rv,, rwI, TE V(G). 
Lemma 2.1. A graph G is a cylinder graph if and only if 6 is a string graph. 
Proof. It can be easily seen that a cylinder representation R =(H,f, ,f2, P,, rE V(G)) of 
G can be extended to a string representation of 6 in a way that the paths 
P,, P,?, rE V(G), come to lie on face fi, whereas the paths P,, P,+, rE V(G), come to lie 
on face f2. 
The vertices v,, We, rE V(G), have degree two in 6. It is readily seen that if 6 is 
a string graph, it admits a string representation R =(H, P,, rE V(6)) where the paths 
P+, P,,+, rE V(G), are single edges. In H-P, - P, the boundaries of the (w.1.o.g) two 
faces fi and fi that contained P, and P,, respectively, have a nonempty intersection 
with all paths P,, rE V(G). It is easy to see that (H-P,- P,, P,, rE V(G)). It is easy to 
see that (H-P, - P,, P,, rE V(G)) can be modified in such a way that the end-vertices 
of the paths P,, rev(G), lie on the boundaries of the faces fi and f2 to obtain 
a cylinder representation of G. 0 
The notion of a linear extension that is well known for posets generalizes in 
a natural way to arbitrary acyclically oriented graphs. A linear extension of an 
acyclically oriented graph can be viewed as a directed path L through all vertices of 
G such that the union of G and L is still acyclic. 
For two vertices r,s of an acyclically oriented graph G, an edge rs is not in the 
transitive hull w(G) of G iff two linear extensions L1 and L2 of G exist such that 
L1 contains a directed path from r to s, whereas L2 contains a directed path from 
s to r. 
Let 0 be a permutation of { 1, . . . , II>. The permutation-graph PG of r~ is the graph on 
the vertex set {l, .,., n> with edges ij for i < j iff a(j) < a(i). Thus, PG is the intersection 
graph of straight-line segments Ci, 1~ i < n, with endpoints (i, 0), (o(i), 1). It is clear that 
we can build a cylinder representation R =(H,f, ,f2, P,, rE V(PG)) of PG in which the 
clockwise ordering of the end-vertices of the paths P,, rE V(PG), on the boundary of 
face fi starting from the end-vertex of P, corresponds to 1, . , n, whereas the ordering 
on the boundary of face _f2 starting with O- 1 (1) corresponds to g. 
Since two linear extensions L1, L2 of an acyclically oriented graph can be viewed as 
permutations of one another, the transitive hull of an acyclically oriented graph G is 
the complement of the union of all permutation graphs of pairs L1, L2 of linear 
extensions of G. 
Let R=(H,f,,f,, P,, rg V(G)) be a cylinder representation of a graph G. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that the boundary of fi is a circuit C and that the 
end-vertices of the paths P,, rE V(G), on C are pairwise distinct. Then the clockwise 
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ordering of the end-vertices of the paths P,, rE V(G), on C starting from any vertex of 
C induces a linear order (or, in other words, a directed path L) on the vertex set of G. 
In this situation we call the path L induced by R. 
We call an acyclically oriented graph G co-cylinder-representable if the comp- 
lement G of G admits a cylinder representation that induces some linear extension L 
of G. 
Lemma 2.2. Let RI, R, be cylinder representations of two graphs G1, G2 with the same 
vertex set V. Let both RI and R2 induce the directed path L on V. Then there exists 
a cylinder representation of G1 u G, that induces L. 
Proof. It is easily seen that the representations RI and R, can be ‘glued’ together to 
obtain a cylinder representation R’ of G, u Gz. Glueing another copy of R, on R’, we 
can obtain a cylinder representation of Gi u G2 that induces L. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a co-cylinder-representable oriented graph and let G’ be obtained 
from G by pushing down a vertex set X. Then G’ is co-cylinder-representable. 
Proof. Let R be a cylinder representation of G that induces a linear extension L1 of G. 
Let L’ be a linear extension of G -(V(G) - X) and let L” be a linear extension of G -X. 
Then the concatenation of L’ with L” forms a linear extension L2 of G, since all edges 
in G between V(G) -X and X are oriented from V(G)- X to X, whereas the 
concatenation of L” with L’ forms a linear extension L’, of G’. 
Since L1 and L2 are both linear extensions of G, the permutation graph PG of 
L1 and L2 is a subgraph of G. If we glue according to Lemma 2.2, a cylinder 
representation of PG as above on the representation R, we obtain a cylinder repre- 
sentation of G that induces L2 and, thus, L;. 17 
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a weakly transitive oriented graph. If E(G) is not empty then 
G contains an edge rs that can be oriented such that Gvrs is weakly transitive. 
Proof. If Gnh(G) is nonempty then Gnh(G) contains an edge rs such that Gurs 
contains, for every directed path P between r and s, the complete graph on the vertex 
set of P. 
With the appropriate orientation for rs, G u rs is again weakly transitive. Otherwise, 
by Theorem 1.1, Gurs must contain a quasi-cycle Q for which one chord e does not 
belong to G. Since G was weakly transitive, Q contains the edge rs. For two vertices 
v, w, Q consists of a directed path P from v to w, together with the arc VW. Since G u VW 
does not contain the complete graph on the vertex set of P, rs is not the edge VW. Thus, 
rs belongs to P. Since rs is an element of h(G), G contains a directed path P’ between 
r and s. The union of Q-rs and P’ forms a quasi-cycle Q’ in G. e is a chord of Q’, 
contradicting the weak transitivity of G. 
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If no edge with the above property exists, we perform pushing down operations to 
obtain a G’ such that Gn h(G’) contains an edge rs. If this is possible, G’ u rs and, thus, 
Curs is weakly transitive. 
Otherwise, we choose YS to be any edge of G. It is easy to see that in this case 
no edge of G belongs to a quasi-cycle in Curs. By Theorem 1.1, Curs is weakly 
transitive. 0 
Now we are ready to prove our main theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. An acyclically oriented graph G is co-cylinder-representable if and only if 
it is weakly transitive. 
Proof. Let G be weakly transitive. We show that G is co-cylinder-representable. 
We proceed by induction on the number n of edges of G. For n=O the claim is 
trivial. In case n > 0 we choose according to Lemma 2.4 an edge rs of G such that with 
the appropriate orientation for rs, Curs is weakly transitive. 
Since the edge rs belongs to E(G) and G is weakly transitive, rs does not belong to 
w(G). Thus, there exists a set X of vertices of G such that for the orientation G’ that is 
obtained from G by pushing down X, rs does not belong to the transitive hull h(G’) of 
G’. By Lemma 2.3, it suffices to prove that G’ admits a cylinder representation that 
induces a linear extension of G’. 
By induction, there exists a cylinder representation R’ = H,f, ,f2, P,, rE V(G) of 
(?-us that induces a linear extension L, of G’ v rs. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that L1 contains a directed path from 
r to s. Since the edge rs does not belong to h(G’), there exists also a linear extension 
L2 of G’ that contains a directed path from s to r. Let PG be the permutation graph of 
L1 and L2. Since rs is an edge of the permutation graph of L, and L2, applying 
Lemma 2.2 for PC2 and G’ - rs, we obtain a cylinder representation R of G’ that 
induces L1 and, thus, we are done. 
It is clear that if G is co-cylinder-representable, every induced oriented subgraph of 
G is also co-cylinder-representable. If an acyclically oriented graph contains a quasi- 
cycle through all its vertices in any cylinder representation of G that might induce 
a linear extension of G, all the paths P,, rE V(G), have to run in parallel. Thus, if such 
a graph G is co-cylinder-representable, G has to contain no edges and the result 
follows with Theorem 1.1. •i 
Corollary 2.6. A graph G is a cylinder graph if and only if its complement C? is weakly 
transitive orientable. 
Corollary 2.7. A graph with no independent set of three vertices is a cylinder graph if 
and only ifits complement c can be oriented as a Hasse diagram. 
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By a well-known theorem of NeSetIil and Rod1 [4], the problem to decide whether 
a graph admits an orientation as a Hasse diagram is NP-complete. Together with this 
result, Corollary 2.7 gives a new proof of the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.8 (Kratochvil [3]). The recognition problem for string graphs is NP- 
hard 0 
The above theorem by Kratochivil gave an answer to a question that was asked in 
1976 by Graham [2] and remained open for 12 Years. Kratochivils’ proof was a rather 
involved component design reduction of 3SAT to the problem. (Note that only to 
prove Kratochvils theorem using our methods, the contents of Section 1 are not 
needed.) 
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